
Transform League 

Nothing more transcending, than lightspeed transforming. 

 – Albert Schumacher, MTL-Founder 

In a world where science is colliding particles at lightspeed, the kick of regular racing is no 

longer enough. 

The crowds demand MORE! 

More speed, more adrenaline, more excitement! 

The old CERN particle collider facility, you will partake in the fastest race of all time. 

Try to survive as long as possible as obstacles are hurdled towards you at: LIGHTSPEED! 
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Outline 

Major Transform League (MTL) is an endless runner type of game for smartphones. You have 

to adapt and rotate a shape too fit through approaching walls. 
As the player you control a mechanical construction that can change shape. Walls come at 

you at slow speed at first, and after a charge up they're fired at you at high speeds. By the 

time they’re charged up you should be aligned with, and have the same shape as the hole in 

the wall, because otherwise you’ll be obliterated. 

You control shapeshifting with touch controls and tilt your shape using the gyro in your 

phone. 

The alignment and choice of shape are aided by visual indicators on the approaching walls as 

well as a degree circle surrounding the playing area.  

To visualize the time you have left to align there will be a charge up bar next to the degree 

circle, once it is full the shape is launched towards you at high velocity. 

There also are walls that require you to hit highlighted pads on a keypad wall, and walls that 

have a swipe to unlock function. 

These “special” walls don’t have a charge up and are fired at you directly. Once they enter 

your proximity, a slow-motion sequence initiates giving you time to solve the “puzzle”. 



Core Values 

- Speed 

- Sci-Fi 

 

Game Attributes 

- Single Player 

- Game Type: Endless runner 

- Kind of game: Casual -> MLG-pro 

- Genre: Sci-fi 

- Mood: Energetic/Hi-paced 

- Camera: Third Person 

 

Interaction & Gameplay 

- Lives: If you collide with a wall you die 

 

- End of game: The game only ends when you die. 

 

- Main goal: Fit the shape through the walls, survive as long as possible 

 

- Player challenges: 

 Change shapes quick enough. 

 Unlock special walls 

- Length of level: potentially endless, keeps going till you die or stop playing. 

 

- Difficulty progression: The game will speed up and you will be presented with more 

varying and complex walls. Smaller margin of error when passing through walls. 

 

 Keycode combination walls: tap the highlighted parts of the keypad on the wall to 

unlock it. 

 Swipe to unlock wall (no patent infringement intended): swipe following a 

pattern to unlock the wall ahead of you. 

 

- Difficulty impact on gameplay: You will have less time to react, different walls with 

different solutions and walls moving in at irregular intervals. 

 

- Player feedback & interface: 

 



 The game will have some selection icons on either side of your screen to change 

shape. 

 There will be a GUI (as sort of hologram) warning you of the next wall type. 

 There will be a counter keeping track of how many walls you have passed (as this 

influences your score). 

 World adjusts to bpm & frequency of background music. For instance the interval 

between walls is dictated by the beat. 

 The player will get visual feedback for perfect alignment with the wall the shape 

passes through. 

 The player will get visual & haptic feedback when destroyed. 

 

- Player evolution: 

 

 You will be able to drastically change shape to fit through walls. 

 You will be able to permanently upgrade your shapes with the points you have 

collected throughout your playtime. 

 We could implement pick-ups such as: slow-motion, shields, temporary boost to 

shape changing speed, etc… Which would have a temporary impact on player 

appearance. 

 

Proposed (extra) features 

- Combined shapes, a base shape with sockets which smaller shapes can be attached 

to. This will provide an added level of difficulty with complex holes that you need to 

adapt you shape to. 

 


